[Epigenetics and pseudohypoparathyroidism].
Parental imprinting and the type of the genetic alteration play a determinant role in the phenotype expression of GNAS locus associated to pseudohypoparathyroidism (PHP). This imprint is tissue-specific, mainly localized in the kidney and the thyroid. Only the maternal allele is expressed at this level. An alteration in the coding sequence of the gene leads to an haplo-insufficiency and a dysmorphic phenotype (Albright's syndrome). If the alteration is on the maternal allele, there is a hormonal resistance to the PTH at the kidney level and to the TSH at the thyroid level. The phenotype is known as a PHP1a. If the alteration is on the paternal allele, there are few clinical signs with no hormonal resistance and the phenotype is known as pseudo-pseudo-hypoparathyroidism (PPHP). Methylation anomalies of GNAS locus, in particular of exon 1A, are responsible for a lack of expression of Gαs at kidney and thyroid levels only. If these anomalies concern the maternal allele (the only one expressed) with a paternal pattern, there is no haplo-insufficiency and no dysmorphic syndrome. The hormonal resistance is yet again limited to PTH and TSH. The phenotype is known as PHP1b. In the familial forms, these methylation anomalies are associated with a deletion of the syntaxine 16 gene in the maternal allele. This gene contains probably the imprinting center of the locus.